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D K Quiz

RDPS and Quiz Craft

1st August 20L7,9:00 am-11:30 am

Guest Lecture Hall

Class VII-IX

Inter School Competitions

{

. To improve or expanding one's t<nowledge of things, either general or in specific area.

. To promotes a healthy debate amongst participants in order to learn from each other.

. To encourage students to look beyond their textual knowledge and establish a relationship between theory

and application of the learnt concepts.

Description:

"Knolvledge is of no use until you put into practice." Anton Chekhov

Knowledge has to be improved, challenged and increased constantly. With this perspective, D K (Dorling Kindersly)

in association with Quiz Craft Global conducted a G K Quiz for Class VII-IX on 1st August by quiz masterAditya
Nath Mubayi. Total 102 students were participated in 51 teams. Quiz was conducted at two levels-Written
preliminary round anci Stage finals. Prelims were of 20 marks and completed in 15 minutes. It was followed by

stage finals where 6 teams were appeared for the following rounds:

.cund 1;Passing Round

2;Buzzer

Round 3: Common for all

Round 4:Audience Round

Round 5:Rapid Fire

Team of Chhavi Rana and Ujjwal Goel of Class VIII C emerged as School Champion and will novv represent school

the grand finale in Inter school quiz to be conducted by D K in the month of October. It provided an r:xcellent

opportunity and platform to students for interacting with each other, share knowledge and remains updated with

advances in happenings across the globe..
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